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FANTASTIC
DAY

Reigning Champion Jones takes pole, two wins and sets
new lap record in a dream start to his title defence
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The ST-XR Challenge began its 2022 season at Oulton Park on 9th April where we welcomed
a new title sponsor for this year – Vinyl Detail.
The one day meeting at the fabulous Cheshire circuit began with a 15 minute qualifying
session followed by the opening race which was of the same duration. A 20 minute
encounter was the second leg of the Double Header.
It was good to see new drivers around the paddock and also the return of some familiar
faces.
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QUALIFYING

JONES THE QUICK

Fifteen STs recorded times during qualifying but the only XR2 in the field,
driven by Ian Billington, failed to trouble the timekeepers however he was
able to fulfil the requirement to complete 3 laps in order to race later in the
morning.
TSL classed the circuit as “drying” and some drivers advised that the track was
damp in places but none of this troubled Chris Jones who reported that the
circuit was “bone dry”.
Indeed, he thought the cool temperatures and grippy tarmac were perfect for
fast laps so he did his best to avoid traffic and got his head down. In testing
Jones had found a setup that suited him and the car so he went with that.
He was satisfied with his 2 best laps but was disappointed not to get into the
2:02s but hopes to accomplish that feat when the series returns to Oulton in
October.
Jones may have wanted to go even faster but he had a healthy advantage over
the rest of the field with his closest rival, Chris Grimes, 0.432 secs away.
Third fastest was Grimes’ Tensport Performance team-mate, Sam Beckett, who
was happy with his speed considering he had to contend with an inconsistent
brake pedal. Back in the paddock he discovered that a calliper slider had
worked loose and fallen out.
Sharing the second row of the race 1 grid with Beckett would be Michael
Blackburn. His car felt OK with just a little understeer but then he saw his lap
times and discovered how far away he was from pole. He wondered whether
the problem was with him or his car so he decided not to make changes as
running in the pack once the first encounter got underway would provide a
better indication of where he was losing time. Catching his eye in the cockpit
was the engine management warning light. This had been triggered by the
oxygen sensor in the exhaust.
Having not competed in the ST-XR Challenge during 2021, Greg Speight was
delighted to be back after acquiring the ex-Matthew Spencer Fiesta ST. He was
pleased to be fifth fastest – in car number 5 – and hoped to find more speed
during the rest of the day.
He would share the third row with Mark Blunt who we can expect to see
running towards the front of the field this year after his debut season in 2021
was very much a learning curve. He is now looking to fine tune his skills and
his car.
Alex Causer wasn’t expecting to be racing at Oulton as the ST that the runnerup in last year’s XR2 Class is preparing won’t be ready until we head to
Anglesey in June. However, Chris Flynn contacted him on the Monday before
the opening meeting of the season to offer him the loan of his Fiesta - Alex
was delighted to accept. The car had sat for a while so Causer took it to his
workshop the following day to get everything ready for Oulton.
Surprisingly, as he had never driven an ST in anger before, Alex was disappointed
to qualify seventh.
At our taster day in January, former North West Formula Ford 1600 Champion,
Chris Chisnall, arranged to enter the first meeting of the season in the Tensport
hire car. The day before the Oulton opener he took part in all 4 sessions of
the Test Day to get familiar with the ST. He got down to a mid-2:06 by the
end of the day… and then qualifying also went well. Chisnall was unsure how
competitive the championship is but he got his answer in this session – it’s
VERY competitive! Chris pushed as hard as he was able and was pleased to be
eighth quickest.

Chris Jones was comfortably
quickest in qualifying
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Matthew Pimlott and Richard Steele rounded out the Top Ten. The former kept
catching traffic and ran out of time to put in a quick lap.
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RACE 1

PERFECT
START

Chris Jones led race 1 from start to
finish, breaking the lap record in the
process

At the start of the opening round of the 2022 season,
there was surprisingly little side-by-side action at the
front of the field heading into Old Hall. Pole-sitter
Chris Jones had a superb getaway to give himself clear
daylight before Chris Grimes arrived at the first corner.
Meanwhile, Sam Beckett was beaten off the line by
Michael Blackburn. This set the pattern for the rest of
the race as far as the fight for the podium positions was
concerned.
Jones had his head down in a bid to build up a lead
over Grimes. He was using every inch of the available
real estate – so much so that he clipped a marker post
on the apex of the final element of Hislops, firing it into
the offside front wing of Grimes’ Fiesta.
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The man in second place was able to keep within 1
secs of Jones throughout the 15 minutes but never got
close enough to force the leader to take a defensive
line. In keeping the pressure on, Grimes was using
more of the road than the leader, so much so that he
caught the attention of the stewards who added 5 secs
to his race time.
Jones saw the penalty being signalled to Grimes from
the start-finish line but knew his pursuer wouldn’t
do anything stupid to try and get ahead to build an
advantage. Thus, they ran in close order at very high
speed – Jones broke the ST lap record on the fifth
circuit – but there were no changes of order.
The good news for Grimes was that he had enough of

an advantage over the third placed car, Blackburn, to
retain second place even when 5 secs were added to
his race time.
Throughout the contest, the two leaders had been able
to exit corners more cleanly than Blackburn. Being able
to compare the dynamics of his car to others enabled
Michael to come to the conclusion his slow qualifying
lap times were due to a set up issue at the front end
rather than a lack of power from his engine.
Blackburn focussed on keeping his lines neat and tidy
to keep Beckett at bay rather than try to match the
pace of the leaders in a car that clearly was not as fast
as theirs. He was successful in retaining the final place
on the podium despite a nasty vibration developing

at the front of his car just after half distance. By the
finish, his tyres were screaming for mercy. Beckett rued
the average start which had allowed Blackburn to get
ahead of him and admitted to making some mistakes
when he was in striking distance of the third placed
man.
Thanks to advice from two other Chrisses – Grimes and
Rowlands – Chris Chisnall’s first ever start in a Fiesta ST
was a good one which allowed him to pass Mark Blunt
and Alex Causer on the row in front of him. Blunt soon
redressed the situation as he passed Chisnall around
the outside into Hislops before putting fifth placed
Greg Speight under pressure for a number of laps until
Speight made a mistake at Shell on the penultimate
circuit which allowed Blunt through.
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On lap 2 Matthew Pimlott passed Chisnall at Old Hall
and latched on to the back of the Speight/Blunt battle.
He was able to keep up with them until he hit a kerb.
From then on his car wasn’t quite the same as it began
scrubbing off speed. Chisnall was unable to take
advantage of Pimlott’s problem as in continuing his
learning curve on his debut in the series he had been
trying different lines through Old Hall. These took him
wide on the exit of the corner earning him the wrath of
the stewards. Chisnall didn’t realise how tightly track
limits were enforced nowadays and the first he was
aware that he was in trouble was when he saw the
5 secs penalty board with his number next to it. The
added time dropped him behind Alex Causer in the
final classification.

Despite being troubled by understeer,
Michael Blackburn held off Sam
Beckett to secure third

Chris Rowlands recovered from gearbox problems in
qualifying to complete the Top Ten ahead of Richard
Steele who, like Chisnall, had received coaching
from Rowlands to improve his starts. This put him
in the thick of the midfield action the first time he
approached Cascades but just infront of him Mark
Blunt clipped the grass and had a wobbly moment. In
taking avoiding action, Steele ended up skidding wide
on the exit of the corner. That run off area is particularly
uneven and Steele’s car became airborne. It really was
like a bucking bronco! At one point Richard could only
see green through his windscreen as he came crashing
down to earth.
Somehow Steele’s Fiesta re-joined the track
undamaged although he had lost a great deal of time.
During the remainder of the race, he picked off a few
cars to finish eleventh.
Chris Lindley was making his debut in the ST-XR
Challenge. He had not competed since 2020 when
he raced in the Mazda MX5 SuperCup. Having found
it difficult to get his tyres up to temperature during
qualifying he then didn’t have the best of starts in this
encounter but managed to keep everyone in sight.
He chased Rowlands for a number of laps until he
attempted to take Knickerbrook too fast and spun.
This cost him 3 positions but he managed to get 2 of
them back before the finish.
With aelectrical problems on Daniel Cooper’s car
causing him to retire, the two final finishers in the ST
class were Peter Futers and Ron Lofffstadt. Futers was
racing the ex-John Spencer ST for the first time – this
was a change of plan as he originally intended to build
his own Mark 6 Fiesta.
Loffstadt was enjoying his day even though the rest of
his team were complaining about the cold! On his final
qualifying lap Ron thought one of his wheel bearings
was failing but on arriving in parc ferme he discovered
that a piece of metal had caused a rear puncture. As
both his spare tyres were unscrubbed, all 4 tyres had
to be swapped around so that the new rubber was on
the front.
Ian Billington made it to the end a lap down in his XR2.
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RACE 2
Although Michael Blackburn
was his closest challenger in
this race, Chris Jones still
took the win

Different
Chaser,
Same
Result!
The grid formed up for the second race of the day with
Chris Jones and Chris Grimes on the front row looking
to renew their battle from earlier yhowever in motor
racing fortunes can change in the blink of an eye!

lap – Chris Rowlands (Cascades), Richard Steele (exit of
Shell) and Alex Causer (Warwick Bridge).

was comfortably able to hold position a few inches
from his back bumper.

When the red lights went off Grimes’ car jumped out of
first gear. This allowed Jones to shoot off down to Old
Hall on his own although by the time he reached the
corner Michael Blackburn was already in his slipstream.

Since the first race of the day Blackburn had been busy
in the paddock. He had replaced both of the front
damper/spring units but when tracking the front tyres
after these changes he discovered a broken hub which
had put a wheel 8mm out of line. This was probably the
cause of his vibration in round 1 earlier.

Sam Beckett was directly behind the stationary Grimes.
While he was slightly baulked, Mark Blunt had a clear
run from fifth on the grid and with a great getaway he
was delighted to be able to annex third.

After Blackburn fitted the new hub, on the suggestion
of Tony Mumford, he also fitted new front tyres. There
was even time to replace the oxygen sensor to clear the
warning light from his dash’.

This duo pulled away from the battle for third where
Blunt was fending off Beckett. He did so for 4 laps
but was struggling for front end grip and eventually
ceded the place exiting Old Hall on lap 5. Beckett had
got ahead of him at the same corner on the previous
circuit but Blunt had repassed him, temporarily at least,
entering Island Bend.

Grimes reacted quickly to grab second gear but it took
a few moments for his engine revs to get into the heart
of the power band by which point nearly everyone else
had gone by. He didn’t waste any time in beginning
his recovery drive as he zapped past Chris Lindley and
Peter Futers – making it 3 abreast down The Avenue.
He went on to pass 3 other cars during the opening

Having made so many adjustments and repairs, it was
impossible for Blackburn gauge their individual impact
but the overall effect was to transform the car. The
handling was now “mint”!
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In the early stages of this contest, Blackburn decided
to sit behind the leader and protect his tyres. Jones got
his head down and tried to break away but his pursuer

By the time he had a secure third position, Beckett was
3 or 4 seconds behind Jones and Blackburn. He was
unable to reel them in. Indeed, his main concern in the
closing stages was preventing Grimes from snatching
the final place on the podium away from him.
Following the glitch at the start, Grimes had been
charging up the order. On lap 2 he had passed Greg
Speight at Cascades and Chris Chisnall at Hislops
before out-dragging Matthew Pimlott down the pitsstraight.

The first 4 had blasted away from everyone else and so
it took a few laps for Grimes to catch the battle between
Beckett and Blunt. The latter’s understeer problems at
Old Hall made it easy for Grimes to move up to fourth
but Beckett remained just out of reach when the race
ended. At least Grimes had the consolation of setting
fastest lap.
Out front, Blackburn planned to wait until the second
half of the 20 minute encounter before plotting to make
a move for the lead. However, Chris Jones never made
a mistake, never missed an apex and never ran wide so
no opportunity for a challenge arose – especially as the
cars and drivers were quite evenly matched.
Jones was delighted to take his second win of the day
at his home circuit while Blackburn was happy to get his
car back on the pace. It bodes well for some cracking
races during the rest of the season between this pair
especially with Grimes and a few others joining them
at the sharp end of the field.
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Matthew Pimlott must have been pleased to have
been running fifth in the early stages but things
then started to deteriorate as he began to struggle
to transmit torque to the road. He was reeled in by
Chris Chisnall, who was getting faster all day, and had
overtaken Greg Speight heading towards Cascades on
the opening lap.

After his car jumped out of gear at
the start, Chris Grimes charged up
the order to finish fourth

On the third circuit, Pimlott’s handling issues became
particularly acute at Druids, the resulting loss of
momentum allowing Chisnall and Speight to get
through down the inside at Lodge. Chisnall tried all
he knew to build an advantage over Speight but he
couldn’t do so. He thoroughly enjoyed the battle even
though his pursuer got ahead of him to claim sixth
with a dive down the inside at the final corner with a
few laps remaining.
Chisnall was most grateful for the support he received
from the Tensport Performance team who helped him
find more speed each time he ventured on to the track.
Pimlott was trying different lines to compensate for
the mechanical difficulties he was encountering as he
looked to carry more speed through the corners but
this caused him to repeatedly run wide which incurred
the wrath of the stewards who gave him a 5 secs
penalty. However, he had enough of an advantage over
the next driver home, Alex Causer, not to lose eighth
position in the final standings. Back in the workshop,
the problem turned out to be loose stub axle bolts.
Causer had been fending off Richard Steele for much
of the contest. Steele showed him his nose a couple of
times at Shell but couldn’t find a way by and then his
tyres suddenly lost all their grip which gave him both
under- and oversteer to contend with. These handling
dramas caused him to run wide and he was another
recipient of a 5 secs penalty which dropped him
behind a couple of Chrisses – Rowlands and Lindley.
These 2 had a good race, they were quicker at different
parts of the track but Lindley couldn’t find a way by.
He felt his pressure was forcing Rowlands to make
mistakes but he couldn’t find the traction exiting the
corners to take advantage of them. Nonetheless, he
was pleased to get faster throughout the day on his
debut in the ST-XR Challenge.
By the end of the afternoon Peter Futers had decided
that he really liked the ex-John Spencer ST. He finished
thirteenth, ahead of Ron Loffstadt who survived a
brown trouser moment at Island Bend due to a close
encounter with another car.
Ian Billington once again made it to the end of the
race even though the rear of his XR2 was shrouded
in smoke for most of the 20 minutes. Meanwhile, the
engine in Daniel Cooper’s ST cut out once again much
to his frustration as he was enjoying himself having
passed a couple of cars.
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